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Executive Summary
This report provides a high-level view on FORTIKA accelerator as a smart and robust HW security layer providing robust and cost-effective mitigation mechanisms to SME’s potential
threat. In order to understand the needs that FORTIKA should fulfill, the report deals with
listing the most important threats faced by the SMEs in the FORTIKA consortium and which
are dedicated to be pilot cases for the FORTIKA accelerator. Moreover, the report deals with
the user definitions, threats that are identified within use cases, end-user needs, requirement
analysis and deployment details for the FORTIKA accelerator within the specific use case
within FORTIKA.
This document is the first document within the series of deliverables of Work Package 3 within
the project FORTIKA. It is a result from the activities of the partners of the work package 3.
The second version of the document is due the end of May 2018 (M12). In the second revision
of the document we shall elaborate on the identified use cases and threats, and move towards
specific use cases for the FORTIKA accelerator and applications satisfying the identified enduser needs within these use cases.
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1. Introduction
The FORTIKA appliance aims to provide SMEs with an embedded, smart and robust hardware
security layer (named also FORTIKA accelerator) enhanced with security service marketplace
(FORTIKA marketplace) deployed in the cloud. Figure 111 depicts a high-level deployment
overview of the FORTIKA accelerator and the FORTIKA marketplace.

Figure 1: FORTIKA accelerator: Cloud domain vs. client’s domain.

As seen on the figure above, the FORTIKA marketplace is deployed in the cloud provider’s
domain (FORTIKA provider). The marketplace comprises of a set of services ensuring the marketplace provides Bundles containing binary code of the services that run on FORTIKA Gateways deployed at SME’s domain. The agents are software modules interacting with the FORTIKA gateway in order to obtain the data source needed for the marketplace service running
on the gateway. The agents can be seen as extension of the service on the client’s resources.

1.1

Purpose and scope

Purpose of this document is to elaborate use-cases and FORTIKA application scenarios employed by SME’s needs related to cyber security issues (threats) identified in FORTIKA’s task
T3.1 [3]. The FORTIKA solution will be demonstrated and validated under operating conditions
in 5 pilot sites (4 countries), namely: MOTIVIAN (Bulgaria), Nemetschek (Bulgaria), Alkè (Italy),
Obrela Security Industries LTD (UK), Wattics LTD (Ireland). Prior to these demonstrations, the
appliance will be tested in controlled environment in these countries functioning as test beds.
By using this test infrastructure, valuable information will be extracted to improve the prototype of the FORTIKA appliance during the development phase and the system prototype during the integration phase.

1.2

SMEs, threats and FORTIKA accelerator

In task 3.1 in the FORTIKA project, we describe general cybersecurity threats of an “average”
SME in EU (and also worldwide). Threats in the digital market are becoming more significant
and are growing. Moreover, they come from different sources (physical, Internet) and take a
number of patterns (social engineering, spear phishing, internal threats, etc.). There are many
reports in the news and social media about the danger of exposure of SMEs to cyber security
threats (a report by the Federation of Small Businesses [2]). According to these reports, two
thirds of the SMEs have been a victim of a cyber crime in one way or the other in the last two
years. It is evident that SMEs are not addressing cyber security issues with enough effort,
mostly because mitigation mechanisms are very expensive and SMEs cannot afford the mitigation.
January 2018
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There are several ways SME can address cyber security threats:
• SME can buy a number of expensive appliances in order to provide different mitigation tactics
• employ and educate a person in order to examine and tackle the security issues: identify threats, create risk assessment, elaborate on the potential solutions, purchase additional HW needed to enhance cyber security
• Pay 3rd party in order to do all of the above mentioned
• Mixture of everything listed above
It is evident that all the listed possibilities are very expensive and long-term solutions. Whichever way the client chooses, it takes some time, effort and trust in order to the solution becomes effective.
FORTIKA accelerator can help solving these issues. An appliance, based on an innovative custom-tailored FPGA hardware accelerator (or as a virtual appliance), is deployed on premise in
order to provide adequate computational and data resources using the platform for local deployment in order to provide the desired services and high level of experience (QoE). The FORTIKA security accelerator, installed locally on the enterprise premises, will embed and provide
security services tailored to the needs of the SMEs, while it will have the capability to collect
and handle the data of a large number of devices or services.
FORTIKA already provides Threat taxonomy [3], which is based on ENISA’s threat taxonomy,
identifying potential threat vectors in the organizations/SMEs. FORTIKA threat taxonomy
identifies 52 different threats related to cyber security.
Mainly, the purpose of the current document is to identify the most prominent threats that
SMEs are taking into account. We are going to describe these threats and provide prioritized
list of the threats that will act as basis for FORTIKA use-cases and scenarios.
Top threats facing by SMEs according to external SMEs and literature [2][3][5][6] are the ones
provided in the table below (Table 111).
Table 1: Top threats facing by an average SME.

Threat

Description

Malware

Malware employs unauthorized installation of potentially malicious software: trojans, Remote Access
Tool (RAT), Mobile malware, Exploits/Exploit Kits,
Rogue security software/ Rogueware/ Scareware,
Viruses, Spyware or deceptive adware, Rootkits,
Worms/ Trojans, Search Engine Poisoning, Penetration testing

Web Based Attack

This encompasses attacks vector originating from
the web. This usually means that perpetrator use
combination of malicious techniques in order to do
reconnaissance of target’s resources.

Web application attack

It is the attack made on the web-based resources of
the target. Web application attacks are effective on
web resources that are susceptible to e.g. OWASP
TOP 10 [7].

(D)DoS

(Distributed) attack on the target web resources
from different geographically dispersed (with malware affected) resources, usually originated from
botnets.
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Botnets

Infected web resources usually participating in
(D)DoS attacks.

Phishing

Phasing is the attempt to obtain sensitive information such as usernames, passwords, and credit
card details, for malicious reasons, by disguising as a
trustworthy entity.

Spam

Spam is electronic junk mail or junk newsgroup
postings, also defined as unsolicited email.

Ransomware

Is a type of malicious software designed to block access to a computer system until a sum of money is
paid to an attacker.

Insider threat

It is a generic term for a threat to security originating from within the organization or internal group.

Physical manipulation/damage/theft/loss

Some malware might be able to physically harm
hardware due to the use of techniques damaging
the hardware.

Exploit kits

Exploit kits are packages of software providing different ways of penetrating organization’s boundaries or effecting hardware with different exploits. It
is a type of toolkit cybercriminals use to attack vulnerabilities in systems so they can distribute malware or perform other malicious activities.

Data breaches

Data breaches are events of copying classified or internal data from the organization’s domain to external domain of potentially malicious attacker.

In the later sections we will provide more detailed list of the identified threats mapped to
FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy and the use cases.

1.3

FORTIKA use cases

What is a use case? The definition is taken from [8]:
A use case is a description of the possible sequences of interactions between the system under
discussion and its external actors, related to a particular goal.
In this document we will consider use cases related to pilot partners and their system that will
be under the discussion. A goal of the use case is to mitigate a specific threat in the identified
use case. Use cases will be supported by different cyber security architectures, which will be
eventually classified according to the operation mode of the FORTIKA services and appliance.
FORTIKA use case partners (end-users or one of actors of specific use cases considered):
• Motivian – mobile marketing
• Alkè – electrical vehicle manufacturing
• NEMETSCHEK – software firm, HW and Virtual services
• Obrela – SME; virtual mode of FORTIKA solutions
• Wattics – energy data analytics SME
Use cases: Motivian, Alkè & Nemetschek will deploy and validate the proposed secure & reliable ecosystem in three use cases. Each use case has specific threats related to its infrastructure and actors within the considered use case:
• Mobile events / installations of malware
• External/internal network attacks (brute-forcing, scanning)
January 2018
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• Physical attacks (internal/external)
• Cloud infrastructure attacks and cybersec penetration
• (D)DOS of the (Cloud) infrastructure
It is important to note that this document is the first iteration of “Use Cases definition and
requirements document” and will first identify high-level use cases and provide analysis of
these. In the later revisions of this document, we will provide clear relationships between
identified use cases, scenarios and the specifications.

2. Methodology
This section provides a description of methodology used in this and later revisions of the document in order to analyse potential threats of the pilot use cases in FORTIKA. Methods used
for extracting detailed requirements related to pilot’s list of threats and definitions of the use
cases:
- Group teleconference
- Face-to-face teleconferences
- Questionnaires for use case pilots
First, we identified potential threats from the pilot use cases based on the FORTIKA Threat
Taxonomy as given in Annex II: FORTIKA Threat Table. Moreover, using questionnaires (see
Annex I: Questionnaire) we obtained initial input from all the use case providers in FORTIKA.
In the later revisions of this document, we will need to define the use cases into more details,
and will need to
1. Identify all the actors of the use cases
2. Match the user requirements to a use case
Moreover, the work within the task T3.2 is closely related with other tasks, so we are considering also the results of related deliverables from WP3 tasks [3][4].

3. Overview of the use cases
In this section we describe high-level definitions of the use cases we envision to meet the
demands with FORTIKA appliance/services. Detailed description of the pilot use cases (end
users) and threats collected from FORTIKA use case partners will follow in the next sections.

3.1

Use cases

Here, we provide a high-level description of the use cases that are covered by proposed existing cyber security solutions on the market for partners in FORTIKA. Each use case is described
in details on the later sections in this document.

3.2

Consolidated use cases and potential threats

Below we present a table of use cases per FORTIKA use case partner.

3.2.1 Motivian
Table 2: Identified use cases of Motivian.

Use
case ID

Use case

UC1.1

SIEM, send notifiNetwork infra- cations to end usCyber security Protection in mo- structure com- ers if same passbile marketing (use of IDS, SIEM, prising CISCO in- word is used in
FW)
frastructure
multiple locations.
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3.2.2 Alkè
Table 3: Use cases of Alkè.

Use
case ID

UC2.1

UC2.2

Use case
Holistic cyber security protection
in electrical vehicle manufacturing: The link between internal
company servers and outside
(routers protection, pos-sibility to
use remote desktop and applications, link between Alkè two separate company locations/building's.
Remote control for the latest
models of vehicles

Location

Solution

Firewall (similar to
Edge network Cisco’s ASA, SO(local-public)
PHOS UTM e.g.)
solutions

Installed on an Device
Security
end-user device Software (agents)

3.2.3 Nemetschek
Table 4: Use cases of Nemetschek.

Use
case ID

Use case

UC3.1

(Unauthorized)
BYOD

UC3.2

Phishing incidents – users ex- End-users,
posed to phishing incidents
network

UC3.3

Block or allow packets according
to access control policy to control traffic between networks or
in and out a single host. It must
enable to define specific restrictions on the type of traffic
(ingress, egress, protocols) in
concern.

January 2018
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Solution
Unauthorized access from different devices that
from
can be brought SIEM, IDS
on the premise of
the company.

local Spam protection,
SIEM

Network-based:
on the boundary
between the public Internet and a
private network;
Host-based: controls traffic in and
out of a single device
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Malware detection and prevention at the device interface -Antivirus/spyware/ransomware etc.
host scanning, detection and
cleaning. Clients on the premise work-stations and application
servers.
(A possible use for cleaning malware and spam as installed on
mail server/SMTP relay)
Monitor, log and identify network security events with signature-based and/or anomalybased techniques on the local
network (or different segments).
(A possible use for monitoring
traffic to specified important security sensitive application systems – like Payroll and Paid leave
authorization systems)

UC3.4

UC3.5

Installed on an Device
Security
end-user device
Software

IDS needs to run
behind the private network fireIDS within comwall (e.g. Snort
pany LAN
open
source
NIDS) on local
network
IDS needs to run
in front of the private network firewall (e.g. DMZ)
Such
systems
may also be
placed in colocation centers or in
the cloud (AWS,
Azure,
Google
etc)

Monitor, log and identify network security events with signature-based and/or anomalybased techniques pointed at the
systems.

UC3.6

Monitors and provides a visual
representation of security events
pertinent to UC3.3 and UC3.4 Integrates with access control
systems to manage security
events. It provides additional
layer of security for IDS by aggregation and correlation of specific
events from IDS.
Providing analytics and generation of escalating and mitigating
actions pertinent to the UCs
listed Above
To Support the Use cases UC3.1 UC3.6

UC3.7

UC3.8

UC3.9

740690–FORTIKA

IDS within company DMZ and
publicly accessed
systems
(DNS
servers, WEB Servers, Skype for Business Edge servers,
Exchange
Edge
servers, etc.)

Behind and in
front of the private network fireSIEM
wall, in the cloud
(AWS,
Azure,
Google)

End user side

DSS

Not known - to be
Risk Assessment
elaborated

3.2.4 Obrela
Table 5: Use cases identified by Obrela.

Use
case ID

Use case

January 2018
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Firewall (similar to
Business information protection
Securing
virtual Cisco’s ASA, SOby adapting to different security
appliances.
PHOS UTM) solupolicies
tions

UC4.1

3.2.5 Wattics
Table 6: Use cases of Wattics.

Use
case ID

Use case

UC5.1

A malicious user uses brute force
to find out the credentials to access the DC through the http or
the ftp port. Once in, he can use Reverse proxy;
a “get” function to collect data
ports: http,ftp

A malicious user accesses hardware database and, through it,
accesses sensitive data.
A malicious user knows the
email address of the customer
whose dashboard he wants to
access and hacks or uses brute
force to find out the password.
Once in, he can use the data export function to download data.

UC5.2

UC5.3

Location

Database
stance

Solution

Send notifications
to end users if data
is coming from/goin- ing to two separate locations.

Dashboard, in- IDS (HIDS), e.g. Sustance with run- ricata or Snort
ning dashboard.
with specific rules.

UC5.4

A malicious user accesses hardware’s database and uses a get Hardware
function to forward the data.
place

UC5.5

DoS attacks can make the interface partially or totally unavailable to the end user.
Data interfaces

3.3

Send notifications
to end users if
same password is
used in multiple locations.

IDS
monitoring
HTTP GETs from
the database. OSin SEC for monitoring
HW hosts.
IDS monitoring (interface)

Other general use cases

Here we list some other potential threats and solutions for mitigating the threats provided by
the use cases not identified nor directly related to the pilot use cases within the FORTIKA.
Table 7: Threats, solutions and deployment details of the general use cases.

Solutions and deployment details provided by general use cases
Threat: Malicious activities on the (web) resources from the internal/external interfaces
Solution: IDS
Location: Behind the private network firewall or an IDS (e.g. pfsense open source firewall or
Snort open source NIDS)
Use Case: Monitor, log and identify network security events with signature-based and/or anomaly-based techniques.
January 2018
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Threat: Malicious activity within the corporate network
Solution: SIEM
Location: Behind the private network firewall or an IDS
Use Cases: Monitors and provides a visual representation of security events -Integrates with
access control systems to manage security events
Threat: Malicious activity on the end-user device/workstation
Solution: Device Security Software
Location: Installed on an end-user device
Use Cases: Malware and Phishing prevention at the device interface -Anti-virus and anti-spyware host scanning, detection and cleaning
Threat: Attacks on the external interfaces of web resources
Solution: Firewall
Location: Network-based: on the boundary between the public Internet and a private network;
Host-based: controls traffic in and out of a single device
Use Case: Block or allow packets according to access control policy to control traffic between
networks or in and out a single host.
Threat: Denial of Service attacks on the external interfaces of the web resources (DoS)
Solution: IPS
Locations: -Network-based: immediately in front of the private network firewall
-Host-based: behind the network firewall, in front of a host firewall
Use Cases: -Monitor, log, identify and attempt to block malicious activities -Some limited ratelimiting policy capabilities for localized DDoS
Threat: Botnet activities within the company
Solution: UTM
Location: On the boundary between the public Internet and a private network
Use Cases: Combines the following systems into one platform: Firewall, Web Application Filter,
IDS, IPS
Threat: (D)DoS attack
Solution: Scrubbing Centers
Location: Offline – tap to CSP’s public core or access network
Use Case: Removal of Layer-3/4 DDoS attack traffic (clean pipes)
Threat: Malware, phishing attacks, DDoS attacks
Solution: Network Policy Control
Location: Inline – intersects all traffic in CSP’s public core or access network
Use Cases: -Secure Pipes -Cyber security analytics -Botnet disruption -Malware prevention Phishing prevention -DDoS removal (clean pipes) -Malware scanning disruption -Outbound
spam mitigation -Web filtering

3.4

Pilot end users’ in FORTIKA

In this section we introduce the pilots as a preface to the next sections where we provide
detailed description of the use cases together with high-level of deployment of the infrastructure within the company, extra requirements that are seen from the pilot regarding FORTIKA.

3.4.1 Motivian: Mobile Marketing
Motivian provides services enabling the delivery of mobile marketing, advertising and content
as well as value added services for mobile operators, ad-agencies, media groups and brands.
Motivian offers marketing tools and content management platforms managing and delivering
rich media advertisements to mobile operators and FMCG companies. Motivian uses different
methodologies for development of technologies for providing mobile services.
Motivian runs three large-scale projects:
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1. SMS / MMS services in German Telekom and Vodafone Germany,
2. BURGAS M-PARKING and
3. COCA-COLA CAMPAIGN (Bulgaria & Greece)

3.4.2 Alkè: Electrical vehicle manufacturing
Alkè is a European manufacturer of professional zero emission vehicles used for transportation, logistics and other multifunctional or special operations. Based in the North of Italy, with
20 years of experience and thousands of vehicles on the market, Alkè is a key player at international level into the E-mobility sector positioning its products on the high-end level in terms
of quality and performance. Alkè vehicles are sold today in more than 40 countries worldwide
covering all continents and can count among its customers best in class industry players, bigger institutions and most prestigious locations.

3.4.3 Nemetschek: Software firm, hardware and Virtual services
Nemetschek is a company with focus in development support and sales of software. The organization provides its customers with products and services within the following domains in
which it has expertise - Enterprise Content management, Automotive Solutions, Intelligent
Home Smart Clients, Design CAD & BIM Systems, Team Collaboration & Project Management,
Logistics. The company operates with very sensitive information containing personal data, financial data, technical data, etc. Through the company’s services and projects, NEMEhas access to different SMEs from different business areas. Each business unit within Nemetschek is
connected with a dedicated business section with specific information security policies and IT
infrastructure, thus the cyber security/information security is one of the main topics.
It’s very important to ensure that customers using Nemetschek’s services are provided with
high level of data security.

3.4.4 Obrela: virtual Mode of FORTIKA solutions
Obrela Security Industries LTD provides Enterprise Cyber Security Services, Intelligence and
Technology in order to Enable, Defend, and Preserve Client’s proprietary information, corporate activities and their business interests. Currently Obrela is establishing a new entity in UK,
and due to the business continuity reasons, the need of enhanced cyber security mechanisms
is crucial.
Currently Obrela Security Industries runs many large-scale projects which include: Financial
Institutions, Telecommunications, Shipping Companies, Airports, and Stock exchanges. All of
these projects are of high risk with respect to security issues, including data transmission, vulnerability, nonrepudiation

3.4.5 Wattics: Energy data analytics SME
Wattics provides a use case and scenarios for modern and distributed energy management
applications, from automated meter reading to data collection from meter operators, from
which security requirements will be derived. Wattics is a cloud-based energy management
platform that collects data from thousands of meters to provide a cutting-edge monitoring
and analytics tool. Being cloud-based allows Wattics to provide a better and more dynamic
service, on the other hand it implies the chance for malicious users to attempt unauthorized
accesses to sensitive consumers’ data, hence providing use cases for FORTIKA.
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4. Pilot use case 1, Motivian: Protection from Malicious Threats of a mobile marketing SME
4.1

Use case overview and objectives

Motivian offers marketing tools and content management platforms managing rich media
campaigns to mobile operators and other companies. The market and sector in which Motivian operates has extremely dynamic use of technologies for providing mobile services. Motivian’s projects are of high risk with respect to security issues, including data transmission, vulnerability and non-repudiation. Customers are Tier 1 customers and all transactions that are
offered in the projects include money transfers and exchanges. Since the company is dealing
with the money transactions, QoS is the most important.

4.2

Use case definition

4.2.1 Use case 1.1 (UC1.1): Cyber security Protection in mobile marketing
4.2.1.1 Use case overview, objectives and definition
Due to the fact that high amount of business data and the requirements demand the utilisation of a number of FORTIKA accelerators in parallel. The most important facts of the use cases
provided by Motivian:
• The high amount of business data
• demand the utilisation of a number of FORTIKA accelerators in parallel architecture
• maximum cyber security protection to MOTIVIAN business assets.
4.2.1.2 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
No special high-level architecture and deployment scenarios for this use case. Please refer to
section 4.4.

4.3

Potential threats
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Table 8: Potential threats for use cases provided by Motivian.

Category ID

Threat title

FT13

FT17

FT28

FT33
FT34

Denial of service

Threat's short description

Description

Mitigation

Risk level

FW and IDS

Very High

IDS, Spam intercepting HW

High

Phishing incidents might result into these
threats

IDS, Spam intercepting HW

High

Phishing incidents might result into these
threats

IDS, Spam intercepting HW

Very High

IDS, Spam intercepting HW

Very High

Distributed Denial of network service, Distributed DeThere is a threat that application services
nial of application service,
might be under DoS attack directly resulting
Distributed DoS (DDoS) to
into service outage.
both network and application services

RAT usage, installation Phishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
of malicious SW
sult into these threats.
threats
Unauthorized use or adPhishing incidents might reministration of devices
sult into these threats.
and systems
Web based threats
(Drive-by download / Phishing incidents might remalicious URLs /
sult into these threats.
Browser based threats)
Phishing incidents might reMobile malware
sult into these threats.
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High level architecture and deployment scenarios

Motivian’s infrastructure required for protection comprises of:
• Data center equipment for application and development service
• Network infrastructure comprising CISCO systems
• Other equipment
Data center equipment:
• 12 x Application servers
• 3 x Database servers
• 4 x VMWare ESX servers, that host
• 24 x development servers
• 12 x QA servers
• 10 x Staging servers
Network infrastructure:
• 1 x Cisco router 2811
• 1 x Cisco ASA 5510 firewall
• 3 x Cisco switch 3560
• 3 x Cisco Access points 1142
• 1 x Cisco router 2901 (Call Manager -Express)
• 2 x HP 1910G 48 Port Switches
Other equipment:
• 2 x AD Domain controller (Windows 2008 R2): for user certification
• 1 x File server (Windows 2008 R2): common repository
• 1 x ADFS server (Windows 2008 R2): user accreditation with Office365 Cloud service
• 1 x Office365 Exchange server
• 1 x Office365 Sharepoint server: Sharepoint service through Microsoft Cloud.
• 1 x Office365 Lync server: Lync services through Microsoft Cloud.
• Operation systems installed on servers encounter: Windows Server 2008 STD Edition
or Centos Linux 64-bit.

4.5

FORTIKA requirements

There are no special requirements for FORTIKA solutions identified yet in the context of Motivian.

5. Pilot use case 2, Alkè: Intranet Information Protection Upgrade and
Secure Communication with vehicles in an electrical vehicle manufacturer
5.1

Use case overview and objectives

Alkè is a European manufacturer of professional zero emission vehicles used for transportation, logistics and other multifunctional or special operations. There are two main use cases
provided by Alkè: holistic cyber security protection in electrical vehicle manufacturing and
remote control for the latest models of vehicles.
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Use case definition

5.2.1 Use case 2.1 (UC2.1): Holistic cyber security protection in electrical vehicle
manufacturing.
The link between internal company servers and outside (routers protection, possibility to use
remote desktop and applications, link between Alkè two separate company locations/building's, etc). The installation of FORTIKA accelerator is expected to provide a holistic cyber security protection to Alkè premises.

5.2.2 Use case 2.2 (UC2.2): Remote control for the latest models of vehicles
Second area refers to the already available possibility for Alkè’s latest models of vehicles to
be connected with an Alkè cloud-based platform and indirectly to its inhouse servers. This link
is important to provide remote support in terms of vehicle maintenance and status monitoring
and for future generations of Alkè vehicles to provide remote control for specific vehicle activities. Each vehicle has an on-board computer and safety must be provided at communication and control level.

5.3

Potential threats

Table 999 presents potential threats implied by the Alkè’s infrastructure. Beside common
threats that are probably relevant for all the pilot partners in FORTIKA (FT17), Alkè has added
other topics specifically affecting their infrastructure, especially looking to the connectivity
between vehicles body computer and Alkè cloud platform.
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Table 9:Potential threats implied by Alkè‘s infrastructure correlated with Fortika Threat Taxonomy.

Category ID Threat title
Espionage
FT12
F13

FT16

Threat's short description
Competitors and criminals

Description
Mitigation
Risk level
Unauthorized physical/remote access to vehicle computer. Credential Cryptography, onboard fire- High
and technology theft.
wall IPS, IDS
Denial of service Blocking AAA service (AuHigh
Block the ability of connected vehicles to send/receive data to/from
thentication, Authorization,
Firewall, IPS, IDS
management infrastructure.
Accounting)
Identity Theft
This could create serious issues down the road if vulnerabilities are
High
Cloning vehicle identity
Malicious code/ SQL Injection
software/ activity (SQLi)
Cross – Site scripting
(XSS)

FT17

Excessive Brute-Forcing

exploited and vehicles cannot be secured.

Standards-based public key
Acquire the grant access to the vehicle data localy (onboard com- infrastructure (PKI)
puter) and remote (cloud data).
Exploitation attempt of weaknesses present in a web app’s back-end
Very High
database allowing submission of code amounting to a database com-Web server, WAF, Firewall
mand to the database server, where data is expected.
Exploitation attempt of weaknesses present in web apps’ verification
High
of user inputs. It involves echoing attacker-supplied code into a user's Web server, WAF, Firewall
browser instance.
OS, Azure (AD, AWS), Web High
Attack technique that guesses an account’s username/password
Server, FTP, Firewall, E-Rethrough an excessive number of tries.
tailer
Low

Time of day indicates probable unauthorized action and an indication OS, Azure (AD, AWS), FireAccount Creation In Nonthat an attacker who has already gained access to the system is trying wall
Working Hours
to penetrate further the system or network.
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High level architecture and deployment scenarios

In the UC2.2 context described above, the project can help Alkè by providing:
• A Fog architecture where the basic elements are the heterogeneous enhanced Fog
nodes. To provide a better scalability, efficient use of resources, and dealing with the
complexity of the system, they will be connected forming a hierarchy. Lower elements
inside this hierarchy are the first aggregation nodes that gather the data sent from the
sensors and apply a first processing in order to obtain useful information.
• A security system for a customized Fog infrastructure for IoT applications such as
Smart cities or industrial automation, offering a common platform where different
applications will be securely executed, and that will definitely eliminate the silo's problem and make a more efficient use of resources.
• An extension of the FORTIKA Fog architecture, allowing applications that could run on
the Cloud to be executed on the FORTIKA edge nodes if the system can support it or
if the service requires it. This characteristic allows "up and down" decisions, from the
Fog to the Cloud or vice versa in a flexible manner. To support this, a distributed orchestration strategy is adopted since a centric approach such as in the Cloud will disable most of the advantages.

5.5

FORTIKA requirements

There are no special requirements for FORTIKA solutions identified yet in the context of Alkè.

6. Pilot use case 3, Nemetschek: Customer Tailoring Information Security Services in a software firm
6.1

Use case overview and objectives

Nemetschek Bulgaria is one of the first software companies in Bulgaria, with over 15 years of
experience. The main markets that Nemetschek works on is the Facility Management market.
The discipline Facility Management covers all aspects related with the management and
maintenance of the property of one organization. This is related to very sensitive information
about personal data, financial data, and technical data. Through the company’s services and
projects, Nemetschek has access to different SMEs from different business areas – Facility
Management, Logistic Centers, Retail Chains, Construction Companies, Banks, etc. Each business unit (of Nemetschek) is connected to a dedicated customer (business sector) with different information security policies and specific IT infrastructure, thus the cyber security/information security is one of the main topics. It is very important to ensure that customers that
we can provide high level of data security.

6.2

Use case definition

Nemetschek’s use cases consider handling heterogeneous traffic profiles. The utilization of
both FORTIKA modes (HW middleware & Virtual Services) will be demonstrated through these
cases taking into consideration the needs of each business unit.

6.2.1 Use case 3.1 (UC3.1): (Unauthorized) Access from BYOD
6.2.1.1 Use case overview and objectives
Unauthorized access from different devices that can be brought on the premises of the company.
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6.2.1.2 Use case definition
FORTIKA solution will operate under different settings and system configurations and will handle heterogeneous traffic profiles.
6.2.1.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
The system is a server-client based application, with mobile version and web version as well.
Description of the used server in the deployment (Hardware and software):
• Nemetschek has certified ISO 27001 compliant ISMS and ISO 9001 QMS
• Complex ITC infrastructure undergoing major restructuring (Virtualization, Storage,
new branch office in another town)
• More than 250 workstations (desktops, laptops) and numerous mobile/portable devices
• More than 15 servers (AD controllers, application and file servers)
• Fail-over internet connectivity
• 2 connections to 2 independent ISP providers (possibility of adding a third one or replacing one of old providers is currently under investigation)
• 2 enterprise Cisco routers (with BGP protocol) 2 enterprise Cisco ASA Firewalls (plus 1
legacy CISCO ASA device with specific functions)
• 2 Sophos UTM devices used as VPN tunnel termination points and mail-relay/antivirus/anti-spam
• New branch office to accommodate part of the Virtualization and Storage infrastructure and is safely connected to the headquarters and to Internet
• CISCO IDS modules on the ASA firewalls
• Enterprise anti-malware protection system based on Sophos software
• ITC monitoring infrastructure is based on Zabbix – with main focus on availability of
important of Nemetschek own or partner important systems and resource availability
of some particularly important servers
• On-premise VOIP system (based on Asterisk)
• LAN is Windows AD 2012 R2 based (future upgrade to 2016)
• Trusted relationships between domains with 1 foreign partner
• 5 VPNs with foreign development partners (4 Point to point tunnels, 1 one –to-many
vpn)
• employees of Nemetschek and partner representatives need to access systems on the
both sides of the VPNs
• Some of the partners have certified ISO 27001 ISMS and all of them - strict Info Security Requirements
• Office VPN is heavily used from employees at home office or on business trips
• 2 Wi-Fi networks (Company network and Guest) with constantly increasing workload
• Complex e-mail infrastructure
• IBM Domino based 2 main servers (clustered), one server for WEB/mobile access, 2
mail-relay/anti-spam/anti-malware Sophos UTM Devices
• Number of publicly accessible web sites hosted within company infrastructure is increasing steadily
• Virtualization infrastructure based on VMWare and CITRIX hypervisors
• Implementation of application and desktop virtualization (CITRIX)
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Skype for Business infrastructure established (needed by one of the development
teams) is under investigation
Video conference systems (Cisco Telepresence) are established at the headquarters
and new branch office and need to be connected with similar systems at partner sites
Representatives of the support unit of the Sales Dept. have to visit customers or remotely access their IT infrastructure
Most of the Information systems are based on premise but future use of cloud based
(IAAS, PAAS) or hybrid infrastructure is under investigation
Increasing number of security sensitive information systems which should be accessed only by authorized users (Payroll and Paid Leave systems for the whole company, systems in the Finance/HR Department)

Hardware and software descriptions might be relevant for FORTIKA’s agents (please, refer to
Figure 111).

6.2.2 Use case 3.2 (UC3.2): Phishing incidents
6.2.2.1 Use case overview and objectives
Users of the infrastructure described under section 6.2.1.3 might be exposed to phishing attacks.
6.2.2.2 Use case definition
FORTIKA solution will operate under different settings and system configurations and will handle heterogeneous traffic profiles. This traffic includes email traffic; users depend on secure
browsing and email operations.
6.2.2.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
The system is a server-client based application, with mobile version and web version as well.
Hardware and software descriptions are the same as under section 6.2.1.3 and might be relevant for FORTIKA’s agents (please, refer to Figure 111).

6.2.3 Use case 3.3 (UC3.3): Access control policies
6.2.3.1 Use case overview and objectives
Block or allow packets according to access control policy to control traffic between networks
or in and out a single host. It must enable to define specific restrictions on the type of traffic
(ingress, egress, protocols) in concern.
6.2.3.2 Use case definition
In order to control access, device needs to be capable of creation of the ingres or egres rules.
6.2.3.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
Network-based: on the boundary between the public Internet and a private network; Hostbased: controls traffic in and out of a single device
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6.2.4 Use case 3.4 (UC3.4): Malware detection
6.2.4.1 Use case overview and objectives
Malware detection and prevention at the device interface -Anti-virus/spyware/ransomware.
There is a need for host scanning, detection and cleaning. Clients on the premise - work-stations and application servers. A possible use for cleaning malware and spam as installed on
mail server/SMTP relay.
6.2.4.2 Use case definition
Malware detection is provided by the installation of SW module on the agents.
6.2.4.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
Hardware and software descriptions are the same as under section 6.2.1.3 and might be relevant for FORTIKA’s agents.

6.2.5 Use case 3.5 (UC3.5): Detection of malware activities – signature based
6.2.5.1 Use case overview and objectives
Monitor, log and identify network security events with signature-based and/or anomalybased techniques on the local network (or different segments). (A possible use for monitoring
traffic to specified important security sensitive application systems – like Payroll and Paid
leave authorization systems).
6.2.5.2 Use case definition
A possible use for monitoring traffic to specified important security sensitive application systems – like Payroll and Paid leave authorization systems.
6.2.5.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
IDS needs to run behind the private network firewall (e.g. Snort open source NIDS) on local
network.

6.2.6 Use case 3.6 (UC3.6): IDS and detection of malicious behavior (signaturebased and behavioral based)
6.2.6.1 Use case overview and objectives
Monitor, log and identify network security events with signature-based and/or anomalybased techniques pointed at the systems.
6.2.6.2 Use case definition
IDS needs to run in front of the private network firewall (e.g. DMZ) Such systems may also be
placed in colocation centers or in the cloud (AWS, Azure, Google).
6.2.6.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
IDS within company DMZ and publicly accessed systems (DNS servers, WEB Servers, Skype for
Business Edge servers, Exchange Edge servers, etc.)

6.2.7 Use case 3.7 (UC3.7): Use of SIEM
6.2.7.1 Use case overview, definition and objectives
Monitors and provides a visual representation of security events pertinent to UC3.5 and UC3.6
- Integrates with access control systems to manage security events. It provides additional layer
of security for IDS by aggregation and correlation of specific events from IDS.
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6.2.7.2 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
Behind and in front of the private network firewall, in the cloud (AWS, Azure, Google).

6.2.8 Use case 3.8 (UC3.8): Use of Decision support system
6.2.8.1 Use case overview and objectives
Providing analytics and generation of escalating and mitigating actions pertinent to the UCs
listed Above.
6.2.8.2 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
The detection mechanisms should be in placed company-wide.

6.2.9 Use case 3.9 (UC3.9): Risk assessment framework
6.2.9.1 Use case overview and objectives
FORTIKA should provide a service supporting Risk Assessment Framework. To Support the Use
cases UC3.1 - UC3.8.
6.2.9.2 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
This is still opened on how the risk assessment should be enabled: either at end-user devices
of on the edge of the local network.

6.3

Potential threats

Table 101010 lists potential threats related to Nemetschek’s use cases stemming from the
threats identified in use cases above.
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Table 10: Potential threats implied by Nemetschek‘s infrastructure correlated with Fortika Threat Taxonomy.

Category ID

Threat title

FT17

RAT usage, installation of Phishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
IDS, Spam intercepting HW
malicious SW
sult into these threats.
threats

FT23

FT28

FT33
FT34
FT35
FT36
FT37

Threat's short description

Description

Mitigation

BYOD devices might be part
BYOD devices might be part of abuse of the
Abuse of authorizations of abuse of the authorized
authorized access to the network
access to the network
Unauthorized use or adPhishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
ministration of devices
sult into these threats.
threats
and systems
Web based threats
(Drive-by download / Phishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
malicious URLs / Browser sult into these threats.
threats
based threats)
Mobile malware
Phishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
sult into these threats.
threats
Viruses
Phishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
sult into these threats.
threats
Worms/ Trojans
Phishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
sult into these threats.
threats
Rootkits
Phishing incidents might re- Phishing incidents might result into these
sult into these threats.
threats
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High level architecture and deployment scenarios

No special architecture or deployment scenarios are available for this use case.

6.5

FORTIKA requirements

There are no special requirements for FORTIKA solutions identified yet in the context of Nemetschek.

7. Pilot use case 4, Obrela: Protection from Malicious Threats of a very
small SME
7.1

Use case overview and objectives

Currently, Obrela Security Industries runs many large-scale projects, including Financial Institutions, Telecommunications, Shipping Companies, Airports, and Stock exchanges. All of the
above projects are of high risk with respect to security issues, including data transmission,
vulnerability, and nonrepudiation. All of the above customers are Tier 1 customers and all
transactions that are offered in all above projects include also money transfers and exchanges,
thus making quality of service is a primary key issue for Obrela Security Industries. Obrela
Security Industries is uniquely positioned to deliver the most sophisticated, Next Generation
comprehensive security intelligence services that will enable our customers to identify, analyze, predict and prevent highly sophisticated security threats in real time, incorporating content and capabilities that amongst others will provide external intelligence, social media monitoring and advance persistent threat (APT) protection and analytics

7.2

Use case definition

Obrela is planning to use the virtual mode of FORTIKA solution, achieving the instantaneous
business information protection and adaptation of its IT infrastructure to its customers information security policies.

7.2.1 Use case 4.1 (UC4.1): Business information protection by adapting to different security policies
7.2.1.1 Use case overview and objectives
High-level specifications of this use case:
• Virtual mode of FORTIKA solution
• Instantaneous business information protection and adaptation of its IT infrastructure
to its customers information security policies
7.2.1.2 Use case definition
FORTIKA solution will operate under different settings and system configurations, will handle
heterogeneous traffic profiles, and will need to enforce different security policies.
7.2.1.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
No special high-level architecture and deployment scenario for this use case.

7.3

Potential threats

Table 111111 provides categories and description of threats implied by the infrastructure of
Obrela.
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Table 11: Potential threats implied by Obrela's IT infrastructure.

Category ID

FT13

FT14

FT15

FT17

Threat title
Threat
Denial of Service
DDoS attack identification

Description
Bitcoin Mining and Generic Resource Abuse - Detection and analysis of Distributed Denial-of-service attack attempting to set machines or network resources unavailable by temporarily or indefinitely
stagnating host or network resources (e.g. bandwidth) and disrupting related services.
Attempt to obtain sensitive information such as
usernames, passwords, and credit card details and
is carried out by email spoofing.
Detection of various types of network intrusion attacks.

Social Engineer- Mail Phishing Ating
tempt based on
Privileged Mail
Unauthorized ac- Network infiltrativities
tion attempts
Compromised
computer
ac- Identification of compromised computer accounts.
counts
Malicious code/
Exploitation attempt of weaknesses present in a
SQL Injection
software/ activity
web app’s back-end database allowing submission
(SQLi)
of code amounting to a database command to the
database server, where data is expected.
Exploitation attempt of weaknesses present in web
Cross – Site scriptapps’ verification of user inputs. It involves echoing
ing
attacker-supplied code into a user's browser in(XSS)
stance.

Mitigation

Firewall
DDoS Appliance

Email Security Gateway

Firewall
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Very High

Low
Low

OS
Web server
WAF
Firewall
Web server
WAF
Firewall

OS
Azure (AD,AWS)
Attack technique that guesses an account’s
Excessive BruteWeb Server
username/password through an excessive number
Forcing
FTP
of tries.
Firewall
E-Retailer
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Description

Mitigation

Risk level
Low

Time of day indicates probable unauthorized action OS
Account Creation
and an indication that an attacker who has already Azure (AD,AWS)
In Non Working
gained access to the system is trying to penetrate Firewall
Hours
further the system or network.
Remote
Tools

FT18

January 2018

Access Teamviewer/ Remote Utilities/ Ammyy Admin/ Re- Firewall, Proxy
mote PC. Monitoring of RPC connections to detect
any exploitation or policy violation attempts.

Network Recon- SMB Sweeping
naissance, Network traffic manipulation and Information gathering
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High level architecture and deployment scenarios

No special architecture or deployment scenarios are available for this use case.

7.5

FORTIKA requirements

There are no special requirements for FORTIKA solutions identified yet in the context of
Obrela.

8. Pilot use cases 5, Wattics: Protection from Malicious Threats of an
energy data analytics SME
8.1

Use cases overview and objectives

Wattics operates under a virtual IT ecosystem, thus company’s backend (APIs, servers, database, analytics engines, etc.) runs on Amazon Web Services and not within servers on its premises. Although a significant number of sensitive consumers data is handled through company’s
workstations and the need for enhanced data privacy and protection becomes a necessity.
The FORTIKA will adapt its virtual CS services on Wattics IT infrastructure

8.2

Use cases specifications

The set of use cases provided by Wattics, are mainly concerned with Protection from Malicious Threats of an energy data analytics SME.
Main high-level specifications of the UC5 are:
• The pilot operates under a virtual IT ecosystem (virtualization layer is used in by
the pilot)
• Company’s backend (APIs, servers, database, analytics engines) runs on Amazon
Web Services deployment
• Sensitive consumers data is handled through company’s workstations and the
need for enhanced data privacy and protection becomes a necessity
FORTIKA will adapt its virtual CS services on Wattics IT infrastructure.

8.2.1 Use case 5.1 (UC5.1): Unauthorized access to the HTTP or FTP server
8.2.1.1 Use case overview and objectives
Unauthorized access through the HTTP or port. The ill-intentioned user needs also to know
the username provided to the customer by Wattics.
8.2.1.2 Use case definition
A malicious user uses brute force to find out the credentials to access the DC through the http
port. Once in through the http port, he can use a “get” function to collect the last data received
and, with those, to rebuild the energy usage trends. If the malicious user accesses the ftp port,
with a “get” function he can download the .csv files with which the users push data to Wattics.
8.2.1.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
The access to these data is secured not only by a password, but also by a username provided
by Wattics and by the fact that the URL to access both the http port and the ftp port interface
is undisclosed.
Anyway, software like Fail2Ban can prevent the use of brute force by rejecting login attempts
from IP addresses that show certain malicious signs, such as too many password failures, seeking for exploits etc.
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8.2.1.4 FORTIKA requirements
Enhance the security to prevent unauthorized access to the cloud via the http or ftp port with
no influence on the upload/download performances.

8.2.2 Use case 5.2 (UC5.2): Eavesdropping
8.2.2.1 Use case overview and objectives
Meters and IoT devices communicate continuously, often using public communication infrastructure, and attackers can easily have access to their exchanged data.
8.2.2.2 Use case definition
When data is not encrypted, attackers may be able to aggregate and collect valuable information about energy use.
8.2.2.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
The main risks related to these malicious activities are:
• Data theft such as personal information, energy use profiles and business information
valuable to competitors
• Creation of fake signals leading to major disruption on electricity grid, e.g. households
charging their storage batteries at peak time instead of reducing energy use, thus resulting in overloaded power network.
• Data deletion leading to major disruption to business activities and long-term monitoring
• Profiling of end-users (wake up, sleeping and dinner times, etc.), if they are in or away
from house, if they are on vacation, useful for marketers, surveillance and robbery

8.2.3 Use case 5.3 (UC5.3): Identity Spoofing
8.2.3.1 Use case overview and objectives
A malicious user uses brute force or hacking skills to find out the password for a known
username. Once in he can use the data export function to download data.
In this use case, the risk of unauthorized access to sensitive data is higher because, unlike the
previous ones, the username to access the data is easier to find out, as it is the email address
of the user.
8.2.3.2 Use case definition
A malicious user knows the email address of the customer whose dashboard he wants to access and uses brute force to find out the password. Once in he can use the data export function
to download data.
8.2.3.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
This attack aims at communicating on behalf of a legitimate person or device in an unauthorized way, by making use of the stolen identity. Passwords can be obtained by brute force or
via hacking of other systems where same credentials are used or stored.
The main risks related to these malicious activities are:
• Data theft such as personal information, energy use profiles and business information
valuable to competitors.
• Data deletion leading to major disruption to business activities and long-term monitoring.
• Possible loss of intellectual property through reverse engineering.
• Profiling of end-users (wake up, sleeping and dinner times, etc.), if they are in or away
from house, if they are on vacation, useful for marketers, surveillance and robbery.
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8.2.4 Use case 5.4 (UC5.4): Data tampering
8.2.4.1 Use case overview and objectives
An attacker can modify exchanged data before it is being sent to the platform by accessing to
the data source and corrupting the data collection software.
8.2.4.2 Use case definition
Meter and IoT devices are low-resource computational and communication devices, and are
non-tamper-resistant, meaning that they are an easy target for different kind of software infection or malicious code infection in order to control and manipulate them.
8.2.4.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
The main risks related to these malicious activities are:
• Data deletion leading to major disruption to business activities and long-term monitoring.
• Sabotage/disrupting a building’s activities, where the remote-control settings of a machine are infected leading to operations that could create on site damage, extra costs
or raise safety issues
• Creation of fake signals leading to major disruption on electricity grid, e.g. households
charging their storage batteries at peak time instead of reducing energy use, thus resulting in overloaded power network.

8.2.5 Use case 5.5 (UC5.5): Availability and DoS issues
8.2.5.1 Use case overview and objectives
With online platforms and open API for data collection, attackers will be able make interfaces
partially or totally unavailable as a result of DoS attack. That task is easier for attackers considering that most protocols for data exchange rely on the IP stack.
8.2.5.2 Use case definition
With online platforms and open API for data collection, attackers will be able to make interfaces partially or totally unavailable as a result of DoS attacks. That task is easier for attackers
considering that most protocols for data exchange rely on the IP stack.
The main risks related to these malicious activities is the loss of IP (availability).

8.3

Potential threats

Table 121212 lists potential threats related to Wattics’ use cases.
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Table 12: Potential threats implied by Wattics' infrastructure and correlated with Fortika Threat Taxonomy.

Category ID

Threat title

Threat's short description

FT15

Unauthorized activities

A malicious user uses brute force to find out the
Unauthorized access to the
credentials to access the DC through the http or
http or ftp server
the ftp port. Once in he can use a “get” function
to collect the data.

FT17

Malicious code/
ware/ activities

Eavesdropping

FT16

Identity Theft

FT32

Unauthorised changes of
Data tampering
records

FT31

Network intrusions

January 2018
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Identity Spoofing

Availability and DoS issues
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Description

Mitigation

Risk level

Fail2Ban or similar, send notifications to end users if same
Very high
password is used in multiple locations.

Send notifications to end users
A malicious user accesses hardware’s database
if data is coming from/going to High
and, through it, sensitive data.
two separate locations.
A malicious user uses brute force or hacking skills
to find out the password for a known username
High
and access the user’s Wattics dashboard.
An attacker can modify exchanged data before it
is being sent to the platform by accessing to the
High
data source and corrupting the data collection
software.
DoS attacks can make the interface partially or
High
totally unavailable to the end user.
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High level architecture and deployment scenarios

Wattics collects data from end users through FTP or HTTP push. Data are then processed
within the cloud, stored in a database and sent to the end users dashboards from which they
can access them. The cloud-based architecture is structured in three main components:
• FRONT-END ZONE: group of servers that interface the internal architecture with the
Internet using standard HTTPS protocol and authentication (typically the Data Collector interface, the Web API and the dashboard). If not necessary, the Web API will be
disabled, and the Data Collector interface will allow authenticated access from registered 3rd party client applications and machines. Any other data traffic will be discarded.
• ELABORATION ZONE: group of servers that pre-elaborate/filter/process data collected
from customer sites. Only the Data Collector interface can communicate with these
servers. The zone is not accessible from outside the platform.
• STORAGE ZONE: group of servers that manage data storage internally to the platform.
All components are hosted on hosted within Amazon Web Services, which is ISO27001 compliant.

8.5

FORTIKA requirements

Considering the use cases of threats listed above that FORTIKA will need to address, here we
list the main requirements extracted from the above:
• Enhance the security in order to prevent unauthorized access to the cloud via the
HTTP or FTP without impacting the performance

9. Threat analysis and prioritization of threats of the pilot use cases scenarios
This section provides analysis of the threats of the use cases identified in the former sections
per partner in the FORTIKA project. We provide graphical analysis in order to ease identification of the common threat of the SMEs. Bellow we present graphs showing frequency and
types of threats per SME. On the horizontal line we provide all the threats as identified in the
FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy. Each threat can contain 5 different values/bars (Very Low, Low,
Medium, High, Very High) - for each threat level bar presents the number of threats of that
threat level. For the identification of the threats, we have used the questionnaire in order to
extract Use Cases and the threats that result from these.

9.1

Threat analysis per pilot partner

9.1.1 MOTIVIAN
Figure 222 presents the main threats for Motivian. Since the company deals with application
development for mobile devices, it is expected that Motivian has several threats related to
threats persisting for mobile service providers (e.g. drive-by-download phishing attacks, detection of mobile malware).
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Figure 2: Frequency of threats and risks for Motivian as according to FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy.

9.1.2 Alkè
Figure 333 presents data for Alkè threats as identified using the questionnaire. Most threats
identified with highest risks are threats of type of FT17 – Malicious code activity that is common for cloud-based services.

Figure 3: Frequency of threats and risks for Alkè as according to FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy.

9.1.3 NEMETSCHEK
Figure 444 depicts the threats for Nemetschek. It is interesting to see a different pattern comparing to other companies. With Nemetschek there can be seen more problems related to
securing the end-user machines and securing network resources due to the allowing use of
BYOD.
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Figure 4: Frequency of threats and risks for Nemetschek as according to FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy.

9.1.4 OBRELA
Figure 555 presents data for Obrela threats as identified using the questionnaire. Most threats identified with highest risks are threats of type FT17 – Malicious code activity.

Figure 5: Frequency of threats and risks for Obrela as according to FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy.

9.1.5 WATTICS
Figure 666 presents data for Wattics threats as identified using the questionnaire from the
annex. Most threats identified with highest risks are threats of type of FT15-FT17.
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Figure 6: Frequency of threats and risks for Wattics as according to FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy.

9.2

Prioritization of threats to be used as application (FORTIKA) use case

By combining frequencies of threats per type and severity, we can identify prioritized threats
that need to be considered by the FORTIKA consortium as use cases and specifications of the
complete platform.

Figure 7: Depicting aggregation of threats over all use case providers.

10. Conclusions and next steps
This document presents SME partners in FORTIKA consortium and provides a list of threats
and use cases that are relevant for the pilot SMEs in FORTIKA and that need to be mitigated
with the help of FORTIKA device.
Use cases:
Looking at the overview of the use cases (we have identified 18 use cases until the point of
writing this document) identified by the pilot partners (see section 3.2) we can identify very
common end-user requirements regarding the overall functionality that needs to be provided
by FORTIKA. It is evident, that one of the main features and services that FORTIKA device will
need to provide, is support for SIEM with additional sensors (IDS and agents for detection of
malware).
There is also a need for Risk Assessment support as identified by partner Nemetschek. This
kind of service (DSS with complementary Risk Assessment services) will enable partners to
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assess and manage (in real-time) company’s risk related to cyber security. One strong requirement as identified through the use cases, is the support for having IDS (or similar solution)
protecting virtual resources (e.g. resources on private/public cloud providers).
One important question that arises is the possibility of securing end-user devices with services
provided by FORTIKA accelerator. Very interesting use case is Alkè since they have the need
to remotely control the latest models of the vehicles. FORTIKA will need to provide a type of
agents capable of being installed and keep secure end-user devices.
Threats:
High level overview of all the threats identified in the use cases above is given in section 9.2.
Table Table 131313 provides the aggregated values. We can notice that the most important
threats within the identified use cases are FT13, FT15, FT16 and FT17. This is to be expected
since these are quite common threats from the business environment: (D)DoS, Unauthorized
activities, Identity theft and Malicious code/software/activity.
Table 13: Aggregation of the threats per Threat catagory as identified in [3].

FT12
FT13
FT14
FT15
FT16
FT17
FT28
FT31
FT32
FT33
FT34

1
3
1
3
2
11
1
1
1
1
1

The mentioned threats will need to be taken into account with the latter works and with the
specifications for the FORTIKA appliance.
In the next revision of the document due in 3 months (in month 12 of the project), we shall
extend and revise all the most relevant use cases of the pilots and elaborate on the mitigation
processes within FORTIKA (taking into account identified prioritized threats). Moreover, during the process of running the task T3.2 we shall provide important KPIs related to use cases.
Important KPIs for the first year is a Validation methodology and plan that should be completed, including the scenarios and indicators for all types of evaluation activities.
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Annex I: Questionnaire
1. High level description of use cases
1.1

Partner description

Please provide a short partner description.

1.2

Potential threats implied by the SME’s infrastructure

Please, refer to the threat taxonomy as given in Annex II: FORTIKA Threat Table. Category ID
and Threat title are the ID and the title of a threat as according to the FORTIKA Threat Taxonomy. Mitigation is a technique used to mitigate the treat. Risk level is a risk level as assessed
by pilot partner.
Table 14: Example of potential threats implied by use case partner's IT infrastructure.

Threat ti- Threat's
Catetle
short degory ID
scription
Malicious
code/
SQL Injecsoftware/
tion
activity
(SQLi)

FT17

January 2018

Risk level
Description

Exploitation attempt of weaknesses present in a web app’s
back-end database allowing
submission of code amounting to a database command
to the database server,
where data is expected.
Exploitation attempt of weakCross
– nesses present in web apps’
Site script- verification of user inputs. It
ing
involves echoing attacker(XSS)
supplied code into a user's
browser instance.

Mitigation
Very High
Web server
WAF
Firewall

High
Web server
WAF
Firewall

OS
Attack
technique
that Azure (AD,AWS)
Excessive
guesses
an
account’s Web Server
Bruteusername/password through FTP
Forcing
an excessive number of tries. Firewall
E-Retailer
Time of day indicates probaAccount
ble unauthorized action and
OS
Creation
an indication that an attacker
Azure (AD,AWS)
In
Non who has already gained acFirewall
Working
cess to the system is trying to
Hours
penetrate further the system
or network.
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High level description of the use case for FORTIKA appliance

Here we provide high-level description of use cases that are covered by existing cyber security
solutions on the market and can be offered by FORTIKA appliance.
UC1
Solution:
Location:
Use Case:
UC2
Solution:
Location:
Use Case:

2. Detailed description of the use cases
This section will help us identify potential application use cases.
Make a copy of subsection 2.1 for each of the use case identified in upper section 1.3.

2.1

Use case 1: name of the use case

2.1.1 Use case overview and objectives
2.1.2 Use case definition
2.1.3 High level architecture and deployment scenarios
2.1.4 FORTIKA requirements
2.1.5 How FORTIKA benefits to the use case
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Annex II: FORTIKA Threat Table
This is based on FORTIKA Taxonomy from Deliverable D3.1 [3].
ID

Threat Title

Threat Actor

FT1

Fraud

Anybody, Employees, Any, Social Engineering
Criminals

FT2

Sabotage

Anybody, Employees, Unauthorized physical access, Mobile devices, Fixed Capital Losses, Change of data in an inforCompetitors
Unauthorized entry to prem- hardware, Data
mation system, Failure of devices or systems,
ises, Theft
Failure or disruption of communication links
(communication networks), Failure or disruption of service providers (supply chain), Malfunction of equipment (devices or systems),
Loss of resources, Internet Outage, Network
Outage

FT3

Unauthorized Anybody, Employees
physical access

Unauthorized entry to prem- Any
ises, Coercion, Extortion, Corruption

Physical Access

FT4

Unauthorized Anybody, Employees
entry to premises

Identity Theft, Coercion, Extor- Premises
tion, Corruption, Encroachment

Physical Access

FT5

Vandalism

Unauthorized physical access, Mobile devices, Fixed Capital Losses, Loss of resources, Internet OutUnauthorized entry to prem- hardware, Data, Doc- age, Network Outage
ises
uments, Equipment
for general use,
Premises

October 2017

Means

Anybody, Employees
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Assets

Impact

Money

Capital Losses
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FT6

Theft

Anybody, Employees

Unauthorized physical access, Mobile devices, Fixed
Unauthorized entry to prem- Hardware,
Docuises, Corruption
ments,
Backups,
Equipment for general use, Money

FT7

Terrorism

Terrorists

Unauthorized entry to prem- Premises, Infrastruc- Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of main
ises, Coercion, Extortion, Ex- ture
supply, Failure or disruption of communication
plosion, Fire, Dangerous radialinks (communication networks), Losses of pertion leak
sonnel

FT8

Warfare

Nation States

War actions

FT9

Disaster (nat- Nature
ural
earthquakes,
floods, landslides, tsunamis,
heavy
rains, heavy
snowfalls,
heavy winds)

FT10 Thunder
stroke

Premises, Infrastruc- Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of main
ture
supply, Failure or disruption of communication
links (communication networks), Losses of personnel

Extensive temperature, Exten- Premises, Infrastruc- Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of main
sive humidity, Unfavorable cli- ture
supply, Failure or disruption of communication
matic conditions, Water, Exlinks (communication networks), Losses of perplosion, Fire, Dangerous radiasonnel
tion leak, Pollution, dust, corrosion

Nature

FT11 Threats from Nature
space

October 2017

Capital Losses, Loss of Resources, Loss of sensitive information, Loss of devices/ mobile devices, Loss of storage media, Loss of documentation of IT Infrastructure
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Power surge

Mobile devices, Fixed Capital Losses, Loss of devices/ mobile devices,
hardware,
Data, Loss of resources
Backups, Equipment
for general use

Electromagnetic storm

Mobile devices, Fixed Internet outage, Network outage, Capital
hardware
Losses
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Employees, Terrorists, Malicious code/ software/ ac- Data, Backups
Nation States, Compet- tivity, Installation of sophistiitors
cated and targeted malware,
Spyware or deceptive adware,
Credentials stealing trojans,
Interception of information,
Intercepting
compromising
emissions, War driving, Corruption, Extortion, Coercion

Manipulation of information, Capital Losses,
Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information

FT13 Denial of ser- Employees,
Nation Distributed Denial of network Mobile devices, Fixed Internet outage, Network outage, Capital
vice
States, Competitors, service, Distributed Denial of hardware
Losses, Abuse of resources
Criminals
application service, Distributed DoS (DDoS) to both network and application services,
Accidental actions, Botnets /
Remote activity, Interfering radiation
Engi- Criminals, Employees
FT14 Social
neering

Mobile Applications, Web Ap- Data
plications, Replay of messages,
Phishing, Spear Phishing, Unsolicited E-mails, Exploitation
of fake trust of social media

Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information, Absence of personnel, Strike

FT15 Unauthorized
activities

Unauthorized use or administration of devices and systems, Unauthorized use of
software, Unauthorized access
to the information systems /
networks, Network Intrusion,

Information leakage/sharing, increasing recover time, Change of data in an information
system, Destruction of records, Malfunction of
equipment (devices or systems), Abuse of resources, Manipulation of hardware and software

October 2017

Employees, Criminals
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Mobile devices, Fixed
Hardware,
Documents,
Backups,
Equipment for general use, Data
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Unauthorized changes of records, Web based threats

FT16 Identity Theft

October 2017

Employees, Criminals, Spear Phishing, Malicious Data
Terrorists
code/ software/ activity, Extortion, Human Error, Intercepting compromising emissions, Interception of information, Network Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and Information gathering, Man in the middle/ Session hijacking, Installation of
sophisticated and targeted
malware
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FT17 Malicious
Criminals, Employees, Unauthorized installation of
code/
soft- Nation States, Terror- software, Credentials stealing
ware/ activity ists
trojans, Remote Access Tool
(RAT), Remote Command Execution, Mobile malware, Installation of sophisticated and
targeted malware, Brute
force, Exploits/Exploit Kits,
Rogue security software/
Rogueware/ Scareware, Viruses, Spyware or deceptive
adware, Code injection Code
injection: SQL, XSS), Rootkits,
Worms/ Trojans, Search Engine Poisoning, Penetration
testing
FT18 Network Re- Criminals, Employees,
connaissance, Nation States, TerrorNetwork traf- ists
fic manipulation and Information gathering

October 2017
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Mobile devices, Fixed
hardware,
Data,
Backups, Equipment
for general use

Network, Unsecured Wi-Fi, Data
rogue access points, Intercepting compromising emissions,
Interception of information,
Access of web sites through
chains of HTTP Proxies (Obfuscation)

XLAB d.o.o.

Capital Losses, Information leakage/sharing,
Increasing recover time, Loss of devices/ mobile devices, Loss of storage media, Destruction
of records, Failure or disruption of main supply,
Malfunction of equipment (devices or systems), Loss of resources, Elevation of privileges, Manipulation of information

Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information
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Maintenance errs , Operators Mobile devices, Fixed
errors, Configuration Error, In- hardware,
Data,
stallation error, User errors
Backups, Equipment
for general use

FT20 Man in the Criminals, Employees, Network Reconnaissance, Net- Data
middle/ Ses- Nation States, Terror- work traffic manipulation and
sion hijacking ists
Information gathering, Interception of information

Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of main
supply, Failure or disruption of communication
links (communication networks), Loss of information in the cloud, Loss of devices/ mobile
devices, Loss of storage media, Failure of devices or systems, Failure or disruption of service providers (supply chain), Malfunction of
equipment (devices or systems), Loss of resources, Loss of support services
Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information

FT21 Rogue secu- Criminals,
Nation Unsolicited infected e-mails, Mobile devices, Fixed Loss of devices/ mobile devices, Information
rity software/ States, Terrorists
SPAM
hardware
leakage/sharing
Rogueware/
Scareware
FT22 Alternation of Criminals,
Nation Unauthorized use of software, Mobile devices, Fixed
software
States, Terrorists, Em- Falsification of configurations, hardware
ployees
Configuration Error, Maintenance errs, Corruption

Elevation of privileges, Malfunction of equipment (devices or systems), Failure of devices or
systems, Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information, Loss of devices/ mobile devices

FT23 Abuse of au- Employees
thorizations

Failure of devices or systems, Generation and
use of rogue certificates, Malfunction of equipment (devices or systems), Abuse of resources,
Illegal usage of File Sharing services, Manipulation of hardware and software

October 2017

Mobile applications, Network,
Unauthorized use or administration of devices and systems,
Unauthorized use of software
Unauthorized access to the information systems / networks,
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Mobile devices, Fixed
hardware, Data, Documents, Equipment
for general use,
Premises
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Unauthorized changes of records

FT24 Misuse of in- Employees
formation/ information systems (including
mobile
apps)

Misuse of audit tools, Routing Mobile devices, Fixed Information leakage/sharing, increasing retable manipulation, Web ap- hardware,
Data, cover time, change of data in an information
plications, Network
Backups
system, change of data in an information system, Loss of information in the cloud, Loss of
devices/ mobile devices, Failure of devices or
systems, Loss of support services, Failed of
business process

Criminals,
Nation Network, Anonymous proxies, Mobile devices, Fixed Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of commuFT25 Distributed
Denial of net- States, Terrorists
Botnets / Remote activity
hardware
nication links (communication networks), Network service
work outage, Failure of devices or systems
(DDoS) (network layer attack i.e. Protocol exploitation / Malformed packets / Flooding
/ Spoofing)

October 2017
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FT26 Distributed
Criminals,
Nation
Denial of ap- States, Terrorists
plication service (DDoS)
(application
layer attack
i.e. Ping of
Death / XDoS /
WinNuke
/
HTTP Floods)

Mobile applications, Web ap- Mobile devices, Fixed
plications, Access of web sites hardware
through chains of HTTP Proxies (Obfuscation), Botnets /
Remote activity

Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of communication links (communication networks), Network outage, Internet outage, Failure of devices or systems

FT27 Distributed
Criminals,
Nation
DoS (DDoS) to States, Terrorists
both network
and application services
(amplification/reflection methods
i.e. NTP/ DNS
/…/
BitTorrent)

Network, Anonymous proxies, Mobile devices, Fixed
Botnets / Remote activity, Mo- hardware
bile applications, Web applications, Access of web sites
through chains of HTTP Proxies (Obfuscation)

Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of communication links (communication networks), Network outage, Internet outage, Failure of devices or systems, Malfunction of equipment
(devices or systems)

FT28 Unauthorized Employees, Criminals
use or administration of devices and systems

Corruption, Fake SSL certifi- Mobile devices, Fixed Manipulation of hardware and software, Elevacates, Access to device soft- hardware
tion of privileges, Malfunction of equipment
ware, Brute force, Remote Ac(devices or systems)
cess Tool (RAT), Remote Command Execution
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FT29 Unauthorized Employees, Criminals
use of software

Identity Theft, Access to de- Mobile devices, Fixed Change of data in an information system, Mavice software, Unauthorized hardware
nipulation of information, Malfunction of
physical access
equipment (devices or systems)

FT30 Unauthorized Employees, Criminals
access to the
information
systems / networks (IMPI
Protocol / DNS
Register Hijacking)

Address Space hijacking (IP Mobile devices, Fixed Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information, Maprefixes), Unauthorized physi- hardware
nipulation of information
cal access, DNS poisoning /
DNS spoofing / DNS Manipulations, AS hijacking, AS manipulation

FT31 Network
trusion

Network Reconnaissance, Net- Mobile devices, Fixed
work traffic manipulation and hardware,
EquipInformation gathering, Inter- ment for general use
ception of information, Unauthorized access to the information systems / networks

Information leakage/sharing, increasing recover time, Change of data in an information
system, Loss of devices/ mobile devices, Failure of devices or systems, Loss of support services, Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information, Manipulation of hardware and software

FT32 Unauthorized Employees, Criminals
changes
of
records

Falsification of record, Unau- Data, Backups
thorized use of software

Change of data in an information system, Destruction of records,

FT33 Web
based Criminals
threats (Driveby download /
malicious
URLs
/
Browser
based threats)

Malicious code/ software/ ac- Mobile devices, Fixed Infected trusted mobile apps
tivity
hardware, Data
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FT34 Mobile
ware

Dissemination Level (PU)

Criminals,
States

Nation Unauthorized installation of Mobile devices
software, Abuse of vulnerabilities, 0-day vulnerabilities, Exploitation of fake trust of social media, Unsolicited infected e-mails, Mobile applications

Information leakage/sharing, Loss of (integrity
of) sensitive information, Loss of devices/ mobile devices, Failure of devices or systems, Malfunction of equipment (devices or systems), Infection of trusted mobile apps

Criminals,
States

Nation Unauthorized installation of Mobile devices, Fixed
software, Abuse of vulnerabili- hardware
ties, 0-day vulnerabilities, Exploitation of fake trust of social media, Unsolicited infected e-mails, Mobile applications, Network

Information leakage/sharing, Loss of (integrity
of) sensitive information, Loss of devices/ mobile devices, Failure of devices or systems, Malfunction of equipment (devices or systems), Infection of trusted mobile apps

FT36 Worms/ Tro- Criminals,
jans
States

Nation Unauthorized installation of Mobile devices, Fixed
software, Abuse of vulnerabili- hardware
ties, 0-day vulnerabilities, Exploitation of fake trust of social media, Unsolicited infected e-mails, Network

Information leakage/sharing, Loss of (integrity
of) sensitive information, Loss of devices/ mobile devices, Failure of devices or systems, Malfunction of equipment (devices or systems), Infection of trusted mobile apps

FT37 Rootkits

Nation Unauthorized installation of Mobile devices, Fixed Security failure,
software
hardware

FT35 Viruses

mal-

740690–FORTIKA

Criminals,
States

FT38 Address Space Criminals,
hijacking (IP States
prefixes)

Nation Network

Fixed hardware

Internet outage, Network outage, Failure or
disruption of communication links (communication networks)

FT39 Routing table Criminals,
manipulation States

Nation Network

Fixed hardware

Internet outage, Network outage, Failure or
disruption of communication links (communication networks)
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Dissemination Level (PU)

740690–FORTIKA

FT40 DNS poisoning Criminals,
/ DNS spoof- States
ing / DNS Manipulations

Nation Network

Fixed hardware

Internet outage, Network outage, Failure or
disruption of communication links (communication networks)

FT41 AS hijacking

Criminals,
States

Nation Network, Abuse of vulnerabili- Fixed hardware
ties, 0-day vulnerabilities

Capital Losses, Loss of devices/ mobile devices,
Failure of devices or systems, Abuse of computing power to launch attacks

FT42 AS manipula- Criminals,
tion
States

Nation Network, Abuse of vulnerabili- Fixed hardware
ties, 0-day vulnerabilities, Mobile
Malware,
Rootkits,
Worms/ Trojans

Capital Losses, Loss of devices/ mobile devices,
Failure of devices or systems, Abuse of computing power to launch attacks

FT43 Credentials
Criminals,
stealing tro- States
jans

Nation Unauthorized installation of Data
software, Abuse of vulnerabilities, 0-day vulnerabilities, Exploitation of fake trust of social media, Unsolicited infected e-mails, Network

Capital Losses, Information leakage/sharing,
Abuse of Information Leakage, Loss of (integrity of) sensitive information

FT44 Unsecured
Employees, Criminals
Wi-Fi, rogue
access points

Network

Mobile devices, Fixed Internet outage, Network outage, Failure or
hardware, Data
disruption of communication links (communication networks), Loss of (integrity of) sensitive
information, Information leakage/sharing,

FT45 Wildlife

Physical access

Mobile devices, Fixed Capital Losses, Loss of devices/ mobile devices,
hardware,
Equip- Loss of resources
ment for general use

Nature

FT46 Unauthorized Employees, Criminals
installation of
software
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Dissemination Level (PU)

FT47 Failure
to Criminals, Terrorists,
meet contrac- Nation States, Compettual require- itors
ments by third
party

740690–FORTIKA

Network, Abuse of vulnerabilities, 0-day vulnerabilities, Mobile
Malware,
Rootkits,
Worms/ Trojans

Mobile devices, Fixed Failure or disruption of service providers (suphardware,
Data, ply chain), Loss of resources, Capital Losses
Backups, Equipment
for general use,
Money

Nation Network Intrusion, Malicious
FT48 Targeted at- Criminals,
tacks
(APTs States, Terrorists
code/ software/ activity, Netetc.)
work Reconnaissance, Network traffic manipulation and
Information gathering

Mobile devices, Fixed
hardware,
Data,
Backups, Equipment
for general use,
Money

FT49 Remote activ- Criminals,
Nation Remote Access Tool (RAT)
ity (execution) States, Terrorists

Mobile devices, Fixed Change of data in an information system, Loss
hardware
of (integrity of) sensitive information, Abuse of
resources, Elevation of privileges

FT50 Hoax

Employees, Criminals

Capital Losses, Failure or disruption of communication links (communication networks), Network outage, Internet outage, Failure of devices or systems, Malfunction of equipment
(devices or systems), Information Leakage and
Sharing

False rumor and/or a fake Mobile devices, Fixed Capital Losses, Strike, Loss of resources
warning, Exploitation of fake hardware
trust of social media

FT51 Violation of Employees
laws or regulations / Breach
of legislation

Illegal usage of File Sharing Money
services, Corruption

Capital Losses, Judiciary decisions/court orders

FT52 Unauthorized Employees
use of IPR protected
resources

Illegal usage of File Sharing Data, Money
services

Capital Losses, using information from an unreliable source, Generation and use of rogue certificates, Judiciary decisions/court orders
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